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Abstract

Gas–solids flows in the risers of circulating fluidised beds (CFBs) and cyclones exhibit complex physical behaviour, such as local
and recirculation. The difficulties in accurate measurement of gas–solids flows stem from various flow regimes, which exist in multi-ph
flows in pipelines and vessels. It is necessary to investigate the solids’ fraction profile, flow regime identification, image reconstruc
acceleration and flow velocity. Electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) is regarded to be a successful technology for imaging
processes containing dielectric materials. ECT would help understanding of gas–particle interaction, particle–boundary interacti
influence of gas on the solids’ flow turbulence.

The first part of this paper covers some new developments in ECT, i.e., algorithms for 3D image presentation and on-line
image reconstruction. The second part presentsa novel non-intrusive technique for measuring axial and angular velocities. Theoretical
experimental studies, carried out using cross-correlation techniques in a cyclone separator dipleg, confirm the feasibility of on-line
measurement. Experimental results from various gas–solids flow facilities, CFB and cyclone, are presented.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Gas–solids flow measurement is needed in m
industries, such as petrochemical, food processing,
and paper, and power generation. Some example
these applications are fluidised bed, pneumatic conveyo
cyclone, pipeline and mixer. Currently, there is no univer
instrument available for gas–solids flow measureme
i.e. accurate measurement of gas–solids flows remains
challenge to instrumentation engineers. The comple
for gas–solids flow measurement [2,6,8,10,18,25] can be
summarised as follows:
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• Phase fraction distribution. Gas–solids flows are hetero
geneous. Therefore, local measurements, such as pre
taps and optical fibres, are insufficient to reveal the dis
bution of the materials.

• Flow regime. Different flow patterns, such as bubblin
slugging, turbulent and circulating, exist in a fluidis
bed. There can be dense, lean, core-annular distribu
of solids in fluidised beds.

• Velocity and acceleration. The velocity and acceleratio
of gas and solid particles vary over a wide ran
The difference in velocities of gas and solid pha
causes difficulties for data interpretation and errors
measurement [4,12].

• Flow disturbances. The intrusive nature of instruments
such as isokinetic sampling, causes disturbance to
flow and hence measurement errors. It may also ca
wear and blockage.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/flowmeasinst
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• Opacity. High solid concentrations limit the use of optic
methods, such as particle image velocimetry (PIV).

In principle, electrical capacitance tomography (ECT
can overcome the complexity of gas–solids flow
explicitly deriving the component distributions at tw
adjacent planes along a pipeline. Images of the compo
distributions can then be cross-correlated to obtain
velocity profile of the flow. The non-intrusive nature of th
ECT technique offers broad concentration detection ra
compared to other measuring techniques.

The main advantage of using tomography techniq
over the conventional approaches is that tomography c
provide cross-sectional distribution information, from whic
the flow regime can be identified, the solids’ fraction pro
and the velocity profile be derived, and the volume
flow rate be measured. ECT is based on measuring
change in capacitance to reconstruct the cross-sect
distribution of permittivity [27]. Although other types
of tomography have been used to investigate gas–s
flows, such as X-ray andγ -ray [5,19], ECT is the most
applicable for this application, because most solid particl
are dielectric materials. Meanwhile, the main difficu
with ECT results in its soft-field nature, making ima
reconstruction complicated.

ECT, in analogy to medical CT, acquires data from
sensor surrounding a measuring zone, and reconstruct
material distribution inside the measurement space u
some algorithms [22]. Images of the internal behaviour a
desired for understanding the physical aspects of gas–s
flows. The commonly used image reconstruction algorith
is the Linear Back Projection (LBP). It is fast but of lo
quality. Various methods have been developed to impr
the image quality [9,11,23,26]. Among them the iterative
methods, e.g. Landweber’s method, are very effective.

The non-intrusive measurement of velocity profi
within process equipment is achallenging task because fe
instruments can measure the velocity profile of a multi-ph
flow in a pipeline, e.g. a gas–solids flow in a pneumatic
conveyor and a cyclone dipleg. ECT provides a uni
opportunity to do so by pixel-based cross-correlation us
a twin-plane ECT sensor, for measuring angular and a
velocities. The first part of the paper covers a new appro
for on-line iterative image reconstruction and an algorith
for 3D image presentation. The second part covers a n
non-intrusive technique for measuring axial and ang
velocities, and other applications of ECT for gas–solids fl
measurement.

2. New developments in ECT

A twin-plane ECT sensor as shown inFig. 1 has
been used for velocity profilemeasurement by pixel-base
correlation [25]. In this paper, new techniques using tw
different sensor configurations will be used. For the
of velocity measurement using a cross-correlation met
t
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Fig. 1. Twin-plane ECT sensor.

a twin-plane ECT sensor has been designed, with
plane at the up-stream location and another at the do
stream. Two twin-plane ECT sensors are introduced, on
with 8–8 electrodes and the other with 12–4 electrod
In the first sensor designed forvelocity measurement, the
up-stream and down-stream planes have the same nu
of electrodes. In the second sensor, the up-stream ha
electrodes and the down-stream has 4 electrodes. In
case, the solids’ concentration is obtained using the
electrode sensor only.

2.1. Iterative image reconstruction

The Landweber iterative image reconstruction is
pressed by:

G0 = STC (1)

Gk+1 = Gk + αkST(C − SGk)

= Gk + αkSTek, (k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .) (2)

wherek is the iteration step. In each stepGk is modified by
adding a termαkST(C − SGk) to form a new imageGk+1.
The termek = (C − SGk) is the error between the measur
capacitanceC and the calculated capacitanceSGk . The term
ST(C− SGk) is regarded as an “image increment” to corr
the current imageGk andαk is the step length (or relaxatio
factor). The process continues until a certain criterion is m
e.g.‖ek‖2 < 0.001.

It is well-known that a drawback of iterative metho
is the cost of computational time. Thus, the usage of t
methods is limited for off-line image reconstruction. A ne
algorithm called an on-line iterative image reconstruct
algorithm has been developed to reduce the computat
time.

Dk+1 = (I − αkSTS)Dk + αkST (k = 1, 2, . . . , z) (3)

G = DzC. (4)

This algorithm is executed in two stages. The first stag
an off-line process, in which Eq. (3) is iterated a number o
times, in a similar way to Landweber iteration generatin
coefficient matrixDz . In the second stage,Dz is usedfor on-
line image reconstruction by Eq. (4), in exactly the same way
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as in the LBP method. As the first step is carried out off-li
various means, such as the optimization ofz andαk , can be
applied to achieve the optimized results without concern
the computational time [14]. In the next stage, i.e. the on
line iterative reconstruction, the algorithm is as fast as L
This new algorithm has been tested for many cases and
results have been obtained [15]. The new algorithm has bee
used to monitor fast varying parameters, such as the so
concentration in a fluidised bed, the conical part of a cycl
separator, and thedipleg.

2.2. 3D image presentations

A novel method for 3D image presentation has bee
developed. The strategy for the 3D image reconstructio
not simply stacking 2D images together. The key techni
is to generate a mesh of finite size surfaces, or elemen
iso-surfaces (EISs), and to make smooth connections
series of2D images to generate a 3D object. Details can
found in a recent paper [21].

This method firstly reconstructs a series of 2D ima
corresponding to a succession of time incidents, in
usual way that 2D ECT does. For a given grey value
interests, the program detects on each of the 2D image
the points bearing that value, usually forming a circle
depicted by the closed loopsG(t1), G(t2), G(t3) andG(t4)
in Fig. 2, wheret1–t4 refer to the four time incidents. The
the program uses EIS to link the pixels to form a 3D imag
The programs also allows specifying several grey levels,
simultaneously reconstructs the corresponding 3D ima
e.g. Layer 1–Layer 3 inFig. 2(b).

2.3. Cross-correlation velocity measurement

The principle underpinning cross-correlation flow v
locity measurement (seeFig. 3) along the flow direction
is “tagging” signals generated by flow turbulence or s
pended moving particles [1]. The sensors, which detect th
signals in empathy,can be based on various techniqu
such as ultrasound [17], optical [16], capacitance [25] and
impedance [3]. In an ideal case, if a signal detected in t
up-stream sensor reappears, after a certain periodτm , at the
down-stream sensor and the distance between the two
sors,ds is known, then the velocityV can be calculated
by

V = ds/τm . (5)

In practice, the signal patterns generated by fl
turbulence or suspended particles will change between
up-stream and down-stream sensors. However, if the do
stream sensor isreasonably close to the up-stream sen
the patterns would be sufficiently similar to each other.

It is important to choose a suitable distance betw
the two planes for cross-correlation. A smaller dista
will give better similarity between the signals from t
two planes. However, the relatively slow data acquisit
d
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(a) Formation of 3D images based on 2D images.

(b) Iso-surfaces of different grey values.

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional presentation of images.

Fig. 3. Flow velocity measurement using cross-correlation.

and image reconstruction rates and the interference bet
the two planes require a longer distance. Therefore, b
the similarity of signals and the dynamic behaviour of t
system must beconsidered.

A cross-correlation function for the flow rate measu
ment can be calculated from two sets of signals [7]:

Rxy( j) = 1

N

∑
x(i) • y(i + j),

j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M − 1, M (6)
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(a) Set-up of electrodes and sensors.

(b) Generated signal.

Fig. 4. Angular velocity measurement.

where x(i) and y(i) are the up-stream and down-strea
signals,N is the number of samples in the summation,M
is the number of samples in the cross-correlation calcula
and j is the number of the delayed sample (i.e. time dela
By searching the peak of the cross-correlation function
transit timeτm can be obtained.

τm = j • �t (7)

where j corresponds to the peak of the cross-correla
function and�t is the time interval between each two sa
plings. Then, the velocity can be calculated by using Eq.5).

For angular velocity measurement two sets of conv
tional ECT sensors are employed for data acquisition.
disposition of the electrodes is illustrated inFig. 4(a), aim-
ing to measure the angular velocity of the flow using cro
correlation. Both sets of electrodes are in the same horizo
plane, but one set is displaced from the other by a known
gle θ . When an object rotates in a counter-clockwise dir
tion, the capacitance between electrodes 1 and 2 will cha
After a period of time, the object will arrive between ele
trodes 3 and 4 resulting in a similar change in capacitanc
shown inFig. 4(b). A direct approach for extracting the a
gular velocity profiles is to cross-correlate thesecapacitance
values of adjacent electrodes.Assigning the angular velocit
computed by cross-correlation of the two adjacent electro
capacitance gives

ω = θ

τm
(8)
l
-

.

s

where ω is the angular velocity assigned to the obje
moving from one electrode pair to another andτm is
the signal delay time computed by cross-correlation o
capacitances between electrode pairs of 1–2 and 3–4 u
Eq. (6) [20].

The maximum angular velocity that can be obtained fr
an evenly space array of electrodes is given by

ω = θ

ts
= 2π

N · ts
(9)

whereN is the totalnumber of electrodes used in the sa
plane andt5 is the sampling interval between complete
frames of data. If each measurement takes timeτ , then ts
is given by

ts = N(N − 1)

2
τ (10)

and hence

ωmax = θ

ts
= 4π

N2(N − 1)τ
. (11)

Thus, ωmax is proportional to(N3 · τ )−1 with a limit in
the number of electrodes. For a fixedτ , fewernumbers of
electrodes must be used to deal with higher velocities, or
measurement rate must be increased. For the AC-based
system, the total data acquisition time can be 2 ms for a
electrode system and 1 ms for an 8-electrode system24].
The estimated angular velocities are 18.33 m/s for a 12-
electrode system and 54.98 m/s for an8-electrode system.

3. Applications

3.1. Fluidised bed

A circulating fluidised bed (CFB) is shown inFig. 5. The
riser is 2.8 m in height with a 250× 250 mm cross-section
Sands of a mean diameter of 0.28 mm and a material den
of 2328 kg/m3 were fluidised. The loosely packed voida
was 0.43. The fixed bed was200 mm before fluidisation
The superficial minimum fluidisation velocityUmf was
0.04 m/s. An ECT sensor was installed around the bott
of the fluidised bed to measure the solids’ concentra
profile [13]. In addition, three sensors are installed on th
cyclone separator and the dipleg to investigate the solids
distribution in the separator and to estimate the circulating
rate ofthe system.

A square ECT sensor with 12 electrodes as shown
Fig. 6 is used to detect the signals. The frame of the sen
is the wall of the fluidised bed. A copper shielding is us
to minimise the environmental interferences. Two cross
sectional areas, i.e. 140 by 140 mm and 250 by 250 m
were tested.

The 3D image display technique is applied in t
measurement of solids’ concentration. It allocates all the
points with the prescribed value and links them w
finite surface elements to form the corresponding is
surfaces, with all points on the iso-surfaces pertaining to t
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(a) System outline and experimental set-up. (b) Photograph of test rig.

Fig. 5. Circulating fluidised bedand cyclone separator.
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(a) Plan view.

(b) Side view.

Fig. 6. ECT sensor at the bottom of the circulating fluidised bed.

concentration value. As shown inFig. 7, for a given value
of solids’ concentration, several iso-surfaces are form
revealing all the points inside the fluidised bed with suc
a value, which enables a more complete view for th
whole space in the bed. If a different concentration value is
prescribed, then different numbers and/or shapes of the
surfaces will be formed in accordance with that value, and
the images will be changed accordingly.

The sensitivity of an ECT sensor is not evenly distribut
over the cross-section of the measurement plane. Materia
closer to the electrodes, i.e. the wall of the sensor, will
easier to detect than materials away from the electrod
e.g. in the central areas of the cross-section. It has b
-

,

Fig. 7. 3D images of solids’ concentration in CFB.

demonstrated through both simulations and experiments
an object will produce a clearer image when it is loca
near the wall than in the centre of the detection plane.
LBP based image reconstruction methods directly use
sensitivity map to reconstruct images, they are not sensitiv
to the materials in the central area of the plane, and thus
to produce crown-like images, i.e. with a ring of high solid
concentrations and an almost empty central zone [13].

In the experiment, the Landweber iterative method w
applied and improved results were obtained. This is m
significant with low and intermediate solids’ concentratio
As shown inFig. 8, spots of local high solids’ concentratio
were revealed even in the central zone of the bottom
CFB, which were not shown in the“crown-like” images of
solids’ distributionsreconstructed using LBP (comparing (
with (e), (c) with (f), (h) with (k), and (i) with (l)). In the
figure, a red colour indicates high solids’ concentrations a
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Fig. 8. 2D images and surface maps of solids’ distribution in a CFB.
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blue colour indicates voids, or air bubbles. The spots of h
solids’ concentrations in the iterative images are mar
by arrows. The images clearly reveal more detailed lo
structures, such as patches with high solids’ concentrat
in the central zone, where the LBP fails.

3.2. Cyclone

Referring to Fig. 5, a sensor, marked bye, is installed
around the conical section of the cyclone to investig
the solids’ distribution. A twin-plane sensor, the up
stream marked byx, and the down-stream marked byy,
was attached to the dipleg to measure both the sol
concentration and the solids’ flow velocity. Initially th
data from sensorx were processed and an image w
reconstructed to establish the solids’ concentration profil
Then, the axial velocities of the solids’ clusters throu
sensor x and sensory were determined by cross-correlatio
Using the solids’ concentration profile from sensorx, the
diameter of the pipe, the velocity, the mass flow rate of
solids can bederived, which is the circulating rate of th
CFB. The solids’ concentration in the conical part of the
cyclone is measured by on-line iteration.Fig. 9 shows the
Fig. 9. Solids’ concentration in the conical section of a cyclone separat

results as 2D and 3D images. It can be seen that the soli
not form a continuous layer on the wall but exist in cluste
or patches. The measurement provides valuable inform
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Table 1
Test results of axial and angular velocity

Gas velocity (m/s) Axial velocity Angular velocity
No. of frame delay τm (s) Vaxis (m/s) No. of frame delay τm (s) Vangular(m/s)

13.5 27 0.081 1.98 4 0.02 4.12
12.5 26 0.078 2.05 4 0.02 4.12
11.5 26 0.078 2.05 3 0.02 4.12
10.0 25 0.075 2.13 3 0.015 5.20
Fig. 10. Solids’ distributions in cross-section.
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the cyclone.

During measurement, both the axial and tangential velo
ities of the solids in the conical part of the cyclone were c
culated and time series of ECT images were reconstru
For a giventime incident, the image reconstructed is
one withlargest diameter, i.e. the top left image on the ri
panel ofFig. 9. After a prescribed time interval, with the as
sumption that the solids’ distribution maintains this curr
feature but they have moved to a lower section in the con
part (due to the downward flow inside the cyclone), the
ial displacement being determined by the axial velocity an
tangential displacement decided by the tangential velo
(both velocities are obtained during the measurement).
image will become smaller to fit to the smaller diamete
a lower partof the conical cyclone. As a result, images
the conical part are formed. Although the 3D presentatio
not strictly the true 3D image of the solids’ distributions
may providesome qualitative references as to the situati
inside the cyclone separator.

3.3. Axial and angular velocity

For the experiment, the distance between two sens
planes was chosen to be the diameter of the dip
.

l

.

The superficial fluidisation velocityUmf was varied to
cover a range of conditions, from bubbling to circulat
fluidisation, with a minimum velocity of 0.04 m/s and a
maximum velocity of 6 m/s. The supporting frames of th
sensors are the walls of the cyclone dipleg. The sensor
enclosed in an earthed shielding to eliminate interference
The length of the measurement electrodes is 100 mm.
earthed copper screens of 50 mm in length are loc
both below and above the electrodes. Two twin-plane E
sensors are placed on a transparent section of the diple
to monitor the dynamics of pneumatic transportation. O
sensor has 12–4 electrodes and the other 8–8 electro
The material conveyed was ash with a bulk density
750 kg m−3, and sand with a bulk density of 1120 kg m−3.
Tests werecarried out in four different scenarios as listed
Table 1, corresponding to four different inlet gas velocities
i.e.13.5, 12.5, 11.5, and 10.0 m/s.

Fig. 10 shows three solids’ distributions for gas veloc
of 13.5 m/s in the imaging area of the cyclone dipleg.
The images were reconstructed from the capacitance si
obtained from the up-stream ECT sensor using the
method. The solids’ concentration shown in these ima
varies between 0 and 50%. It shows a region of low solid
concentration close to the centre of the dipleg and a re
of high solids’ concentration close to the wall of the cyclon
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(a) Up-stream.

(b) Down-stream.

Fig. 11. Capacitance signals of neighbouring electrodes for axial velocit
measurement.

dipleg. This is an expected behaviour of the flow in
cyclone separator.

Fig. 11shows twocapacitance data series measured f
the upstream and downstream sensors, with 8–8 electrode
for the axial velocity measurement. 4000 measurement
each frame of image were obtained. It appears that
two data series are similar to each other, although they
affected by the accordanceof one plane with the other.

Fig. 12shows two data series measured from the adjac
electrodes on the same horizontal plane sensor for
angular velocity measurement. Again, the two data serie
similar to each other.

Fig. 13 is the probability density function (pdf) distr
bution of the average capacitance. From these curves
clearly seen that the two sets of signals are similar to e
other and can be used for cross-correlation.

The cross-correlation results are shown inFig. 14. In
these curves the peak of the cross-correlation curve
be seen clearly. This suggests that the particles ex
reasonably steady velocity over cross-sectional area o
dipleg.

From the peakof the curves as shown inFig. 14, the axial
and angular velocities can be calculated by Eqs. (5), (7) and
(8). The calculated results for different cases as liste
Table 1show that the solid axial velocity ranged from 1.
to 2.13 m/s and angular velocity from 4.12 to 5.20 m/s.
(a) Up-stream.

(b) Down-stream.

Fig. 12. Capacitance signals of neighbouring electrodes for angular veloc
measurement.

Fig. 13. Probability density function distribution.
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Fig. 14. Cross-correlation coefficient for axial and angular veloc
measurement.

4. Conclusions

3D presentation of images proved to be very usefu
some applications to gain a multi-directional view of t
images, e.g. to explore the inside of a bulk of solids in
CFB by multi-layer concentration presentation, and to re
the clustered solids’ distribution in the conical part of a
cyclone separator. The on-line iterativeimage reconstructio
provides a means of producing much improved on-
images for quick response.

The axial and angular velocity measurement describe
non-invasive, inexpensive, simple to install, and has a
response. It provides an adequate means of continuou
line measurement of gas–solidflows. Cross-correlation for
estimating delays only workscorrectly where the signa
involved vary with time. Thus it is required that th
gas–solids flow must be time variant, particularly alo
the axial and radial directions. This calls for some tim
dependent, particularly, turbulence in the sensor dom
The two-phase flows in the cyclone separators and diple
strongly turbulent. Thus, this measurement is suitable for
conducted experiments.

The reliability of cross-correlation is dependent on
distance between the ECT sensors and the measure
rates of data acquisition. Sensing electrodes should
mounted on the pipe section to enhance the signal-to-n
ratio in the measurement of solids’ velocity, where soli
t
-

.
e

nt

e

turbulence dominates and the solids are well dispe
over the ECT sensing volume. The reliability can also
improved by increasing the data acquisition rate of the E
system.

The above experiments are conducted on small-s
apparatus. For large-size apparatus, the images far
from the sensor electrodes can be of low quality. This i
common problem for electrical tomography and still rema
to be improved as future work.
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